Statement Regarding RvW 2022

Concord, NH - Today, the Supreme Court, in a 6-3 decision, overturned Roe v. Wade which in 1973 guaranteed federal constitutional protections of abortion rights for women and was a landmark decision of the U.S. Supreme Court. However, when rechallenged in 1992, this decision was upheld and maintained those rights.

This morning we are saddened and disappointed to learn that our highest court has decided to turn back the hands of time and end a half-century guarantee of federal constitutional protections for abortion rights. Allowing states to choose whether to restrict or even ban abortion will further divide an already divided state and, more importantly, an already divided country.

While we respect our country’s highest court, setting such a precedent during what are already trying times will change the dynamic of our path forward. Today, we stand with all those in support of women’s fundamental right to make their own personal health decisions.
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